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www.executivehotels.net
RESERVATIONS: 1-888-388-EXEC (3932)

4201 Lougheed Hwy, Burnaby BC V5C 3Y6 
1-800-590-3932 • Tel (604) 298-2010 • Fax (604) 298-1123

CANADA
British Columbia 

Burnaby, Coquitlam, Richmond, Vancouver, 
Victoria, Whistler, Kamloops, Penticton, Harrison Hot Springs

Alberta
Calgary, Edmonton, Leduc

Saskatchewan
Regina

Ontario
Niagara Wine Region 

USA
Seattle, WA 

GDS CODES: SABRE  32752   Apollo/Galileo 27810   Worldspan 4836   Amadeus YVR578

VP CHAIN REPRESENTATION e communication 2001

hen you want the setting for a perfect
meeting or social event, give us a call. The
Executive Convention Centre is designed to perfectly
complement both intimate gatherings and conferences
and events of up to 375 guests.  

The outdoor Gazebo & Patio is just right for cocktail
receptions and wedding ceremonies.
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n a city ranked among the world’s most
beautiful, the Executive Hotel Burnaby blends
elegance and efficiency to give you a four star,
boutique hotel experience just 15 minutes from the
bustle of downtown Vancouver. Everything is within
steps- from business to sports, dining, shopping and
entertainment. 

Exuding style without pretension, the Executive Hotel
has won enduring acclaim from it’s guests for its
attitude, amenities, and atmosphere.

he good life awaits just off the lobby. Tucked
away by a turquoise pool, Tivoli’s is a charming oasis of
tranquility. For power breakfasts, business lunches,
romantic dinners, and everything in between.  Nickel’s
Lounge is an intimate experience.

he art of making business a pleasure and
leisure an art: our signature 15-minute executive
massage is complimentary for our overnight guests. In-
room entertainment includes pay-per-view movies. Steps
from your suite, an outdoor hot tub, heated swimming
pool and fitness room await you. Within minutes of the
hotel… racquetball, squash and tennis.

The dramatic sophistication of our 125 Junior Suites is
complimented by business services like voice mail and
modem ports and generous amenities like a mini bar
and microwave. Many suites come equipped with Jacuzzi
Tubs for those long days. All suites come with the
convenience of double pull out sofa beds.
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